“ESOP conference for Quality in Oncology”

At the “ESTRO office” in Brussels, Belgium
16th to 17th of March 2018

Timetable

Friday, 16.03.2018

13:00-14:00 Registration & Lunch

14:00 Welcome and opening

- Cancer biology and therapy: pharmacological lessons learned and lessons to learn
  Prof. Alain Astier
- Decision Making to Inform Resource Allocation in Cancer Treatment
  Dr. Elena Pizzo
- Minimal standards for a multiprofessional treatment
  Dr. Mirjam Cru, Prof. Riccardo Audisio

15:45 – 16:15 Coffee break

16:15 Presentation and discussion of the results of the working groups about the Quality standard for the pharmaceutical oncology Service Version 6

1. Chaper 1: (chairs: Dr. Christophe Bardin)
2. Chaper 2: (chairs: Mr. Sherif Kamal)
3. Chaper 3. (chairs: Ms. Carien Van der Merwe)
4. Chaper 4: (chairs: Mr. Kristjan Koni)
5. Chaper 5: (chairs: Mrs. Stavroula Theophanus-Kitiri)

20:00 Dinner at “Tangla Hotel”
Saturday, 17.03.2018

8.30 – 10:30 Delegate Meeting
   • MASHA Project - Ms. Ewelina Korczowska
   • EPIC - Mrs. Andreja Eberl

10:30 – 10:45 Coffee break

10:45 – 11:15
   • What a Patient expects from his pharmacist, Mr. Ian Banks

11:15 – 12:30 Continuation Delegate Meeting
   • Education for Oncology Pharmacy - Mr. Ahmet Bosnak

12:30 – 13:00 Lunch break

13.00 – 15.00 Final plenary decision